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SUBJECT :

The President has decided upon adilitional guidance on the U.S.
approach to the NST negotiations as incorporated in the attached

National Security Decision Directi-ve (NSDD-195) . JS'f
In view of the special sensitivity of the details of the
negotiating approach, i.t is directed that the NSDD-195 document
be held by the addressees. ft is further directed that no copies
are to be made, and that a record of authorized personnel who are
provided access to the document be maj.ntained by the office of
each addressee. 9)"
FOR THE PRESIDENT:
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The U.S. Position: Nuclear and Space Talks

'.t11)

Four weeks ago, at the Nuclear and Space arms control talks in
Geneva, the Soviet Union presented a counterproPosal in response
to the detailed proposal ior offensive arms recluctions introduced
by the United Statea last March. The fact that the Soviets have
finally put forward a counterproposal that seems to accePt the
principle of deep reductions is certainly a welcome developrnent'
tt underscores the soundness of the basic U.S. negotiating
position. It also demonstrates that our strategy of pursuing
this principled position in a patient and determined manner,
compl-mentea ly tfru solidarity demonstrated by the NATO Alliance
over the last five years has paid off. lD-/

'

with General Secretary Gorbachev provides a
tir.- opporfunity to take a fresh start at improving the overall
In this context, the Presentation of a
u.S./S;;iet relitionship.
positive Soviet arms reduction counterproposal coulil not have
lome at a better time. Unfortunately' the soviet counterproposal
that was presented is both flawed and largely self-serv.ing- It
contains I number of efements which are clearly unaccePtable both
to the united States anal to our A11ies, and which limit the
utility of this counterproposal in noving both the U.S. and the
Soviet Union toward.s an equitable and verj-fiable arms reductLon
agreement, The Soviet offer is designed to present the-promise
oi significant, equitable reductions, but that promise is left
Their counterproPosal is carefully crafted to
unfuIfilled,
result in unbalanced reduction! which would permit the Soviet
Unj-on to retain major advantages in weapons, ballistic missile
thro\^'-weight, anil nuclear delivery systems. lE+Eor example, the Soviet counterProposal would l-irnit U.S- systems
that are critical to the defense of our allies in NATO and Asia,
vrithout limiting comparable Soviet systems that -threaten these
same allies and friend.s. The Sovi.et offer also would block
needed IJ.S. strategic force moclernization critical to maintaining
the credibility of our deterrent, while allowing ongoing Soviet
modernization programs to proceecl" Finally, it continues to
(sDI)
d.emand a halt to the U.s" Strategic Defense Initiative
have
themselves
research in spite of the fact that the Soviets
defense
been deeply involved for years in strategic
Proqrams,
including advanced research in many of the very same areas now
being explored by our SDI program. .ll*Y
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Nevertheless, I am determined to ensure that every opportunity
to achieve equitable and verifiable reductions in the size of
is exploited fully and to the best of
existing nuclear arsenals
nrrr alriIiivOrrr cha'l I pnrrp iq t.t al'fpmr)t tO find, within thiS
flawed Soviet counterproposal , seeds that we can nourish in the
hope oi promptly aciding needed momenium to serious give-and-take
.r' Ll,o -,,.iLi.-di ioo..=o ioc-.r,.i us irt iire Geneva neqotiari ons '
..:.'j:c;a:-ic , I ia;€ $ec-ie,l Li,aL Lir,: U.3. .l-1;y-Lit ,' si.r(.)uiri PrcuenL
the following U.S. proposals to the Soviet del,egation prior to
the end of the current round of the Nuclear and space Talks ' lJJt'
Strateqric Arms Reduct j-ons ($)-'

In the area of strategic arms, Ambassador Tower should make it
clear that while the previous U.S. negotiating position remains
on the table, the United States agrees with the objective of a
fifty percent reduction in strategic offensive forces. However,
the united States cannot agree to a Soviet approach which would
have the U.S. abandon its allies and our legitimate right to SDI
research. Also, the U.S. cannot agree to apply the principle of
fifty percent reductions in ways that are destabilizing.
Therefore, the U.S. proposes the fol-lowing approach which
appropriately builds upon the fifty percent reduction principle
contained in the Soviet counterproPo sa1 . J9+"
Strategic weapons. with regard to strategic ballistic
ni s s if6-iE?EEEdEl-TEffistic missile throwweight' and Aj-r Launched
Cruise Missiles -(ALCMs) , the U.S. is prepared to ProPose the
fol lowing

:

Reduc t ion s
warhe ad s carried on
result i-n roughly a
rde apons .

to an equal limit of 4,500 on the number of
U.s. and sovj.et IcBMs and sLBMs' which would
fifty percent reduction in this category of

Reductions to an equal limit of 3,000 on the number of
warheads carried by U.S. and Soviet ICBMS. while higher than the
current U.S. proPosed limit of 2,500 on such warheads' whichothe
U.S. continues to prefer, this vtoufd represent roughly a fifty
percent reduction from the current fevel of warheads on Soviet

forces. /ef
A fifty percent reduction in the maximum overall
strategic balListic missil-e throwweight Possessed by either side
(in this case by Soviet ICBMS and SLBMs) . l9l"Continqent upon the fifty percent reductions in the
warheads on fcBMs and SLBMS represented by the 4r500 warhead
1imit, and upon a fifty percent reduction in Soviet ballistic
missile throwweight, the U.S. would accept an equal limit of
1,500 on the number of long-range ALCMs carried by U'S. and
ICBM
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Soviet heavy bombers. This would represent roughly a fifty
redtrcti crn in the numbef Of ALCMS .rrrran+lrz nlannpd hw fhe
United States, g
ner.Fnf

Given the sizeable and unconstraj.ned soviet defenses against
the U.s. retaliatory bomber force, the United States cannot
cl^^-L
+rr Fa-1"_
nf
nr:'ri
I imi + .rn f ha ntlmh6t'
tn\7
dr ie.-t
aaa':Pnt
'h,l
r(i1rrge ALrack I'ij-ssiies issqfl) carrieo by n;avy o6moers. The U.S.
also cannot agree to a proposal which aggregates under one cornmon
limit bailistic missile warhqaf 5.- whinh :rrirra ^r' +hair r'r.ret:
in minutes largely unhampered by defenses, and ALCMS, which take
hours to arrive at their targets and face sizeable defenses
enroute. However, if the Soviet Union were to accept the U.S.
proposed 4,500 limit on the warheads carried on U.S. and Soviet
ICBMS and SLBMS and the U.S. proposed 1,500 limit on long-range
ALcMs carried by U.S. and Soviet heavy bombers, this \^tou1d result
in a reduction in the overall number of ballistic ryissile
warheads and ALCMs to an equal total of 6,000. .lCf
Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles. With respect to the
numbers of U-S. and Soviet ICBMS, SLBMS and heavy bombers, the
U.S. would propose the followingi Wf
While still- preferring the lower leve1 associated rn'ith
our previous position, the U.S. could accept reductions to an
egual limit on the number of U.S. and Soviet strategic baffistic
missiles (ICBMs and SLBMs) of between 1250 to 1450 on both sides.
This would result in a forty to fifty percent reduction from
current, higher Soviet ballistic misiile leveLs. .A€f
In the context of an appropriate agreement, the U.S.
could accept a further reduction from the previous U.S. proPosed
equal limits on U.S. and Soviet heavy bombers of 400 to an equal
limit of 350 heavy bombers on each side. This 350 limit would
result in roughly a forty percent reduction from U.S. SALT
accountable heavy bomber 1evels - .l-ef
As srith the case with strategic ballistic missile warhead
and ALCM lirnits, and for the same basic reasons, the U.S. cannot
agree to a proposal which aggregates under one conmon Limit
ballistic missiles and heavy bombers. Ho\dever, if agreement were
reached in the 1-,250 to 1,450 range on U.S. and Soviet ICBMS and
SLBMS and on a 350 limit on U.S. and Soviet heavy bombers, this
would result in a reduction in the number of ballistic missiles
and heavy bombers to an equaf total between 1'600 and 1,800. l*
other Elements. In addition to the above, the following
add i Ii6iET-ETEFEiEE should also be placed on the negotiating
table: --+'€f
Given their especiatly destabilizing character' the U.S.
proposes a ban on all new heavy strategic ballistic missiles.
The U.S. would intend this ban to include a ban on all
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modernization of the existing Soviet SS-18 ICBM force. ffl
Given the increasing difficulty posed in verifying the
status of mobile IcBMs, and in determining with
certainty that any type of mobile ICBM carries onLy one warhead,
the U.S. also proposes a ban on all mobile ICBMs. Ief
number and

To ensure that the red.uctions proposed above promptly
take effect, the U.S. delegation should reiterate the U.S.
Irlbrri lri-rioqri
rn /raina sa, t!:e dlll;:_ti::
nrnnncal
:a :.:!-h:::==:
to adjust the leve1 of ballistic missile warheads to which the
build-down would proceed to 4,500 to synchronize this element of
the build-clown mechanism with the approach towards strategic
ballistic missile warheads outlined in this decision. J9)Having presenteil the above approach, Arnbassador Tower should
inform the Soviet delegation that we are prepared to consider
Soviet counterproposal s based either upon the new elements which
we will have just presented or on our previous position, which
remains on the table f or consideration by the Soviet Union. l9--

Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces fit'In the area of intermediate nucl-ear forces, Ambassador Glitman
should make it clear that the previous U.S. negotiating position
remains on the table. He should also restate the U.S. preference
for a U.S./Soviet zero-zero outcome and the U.S. continued
commitment to ultimately achieving the total elimination of the
entire class of land-based LRINF missiles. At the same time, as
one potential interim step towards this goa1, he should propose
an approach containing the following efements: JG|*
The United States would be prepared to caP U.S. LRfNE
missile deployments in Europe at their December 31, 1985, leve1
(140 Pershing II and Ground Launched Cruise Missile (GLCM)
launchers) in return for Soviet agreement to reduce Soviet SS-20
missile launchers within range of Europe to that same launcher
number.

--rcf

Under this approach, there would be freedom to mix
systems of the types deployed by December 31, 1985 (for the U.S.'
Pershing II and GLCUr for the U.S.S.R"r the SS-20) with the exact
mix, \'thich coulil result in an egual warheacl leve1 on U. S, LRINF
missiles in Europe and SS-20s within range of Europe of 420-450,

a subject for .discussi.on. J9-The Soviet Union woul-d also be required to reduce the
nunber of SS-20 launchers in Asia {outside range of Europe) from
December 31, 1985, 1eve1s in a manner proportional to Soviet
SS-20 launcher reductions within range of Europe.
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The end resuft would be that both sides would be limited
to an equal global LRINF missile warhead number. tcf
Annrorrriate constfaints
should alqn he annl ierl l.n
N,k
i\r,rK-LNl , mrSS1J.eS.
rr\c
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snolt-Lo tne soviet union raise
LRINF
aircraft,
the U.S. delegation
on

tne I ssue or llmltatlons
is authorized to respond

that the U.S. would be prepared to discuss constraints

on

comparable LRINF aircraft on both sides in the context of an
appropriate agreement. JgT'

In presenting the above approach, the U.S. delegation should
protect the following:
the U.s. right to relocate U.s. LRINr missiles permitted
under the aqreement within Europe as decided by the U,S. and
its NATO allies;
the U.S. right to equal globa1 LRINF missile warhead
numbers, whether or not this right is j.rnmediately exercisedi
the U.s. right to convert Pershing fI missiles reduced
under the terms of the agreement to Pershing IB missiles;
and

,

the U.S. right to match Soviet Shorter-range INF (SRINF)
missiles in range o,f Europe and on a global basis, as
g*f
appropriate.
-..
Having presented the above approach, Ambassador Glitman should
inform the Soviet delegation that we are prepared to consider
Soviet counterproposal s based upon the new elements presented or
on our previous position which remains on the table for
conside;ation by the Soviet Union. 19V
',.

De f

ense and Space ..(.Bll

In the Defense and Space area, Ambassador Kampelman should once
again make it ctear that the U.S. is conmitted to Pursue the U.S.
SDI program as permitted by, and in fuII compliance r^rith, the ABM
Treaty. In addition, the following elements should be added to
the U.S. position in the Defense and Space area: !tD2
Propose ancl seek Soviet conunitment to explore with the
U. S. how a cooperative transition to more reliance on defenses
could be accomplished. j9+''
Propose that the soviet Uni-on join the U.S. in an "open
both sides
laboratories" initiative.
Under thj-s initiative,
would commit to provide, on a regular and reciprocal basis,
briefings on each others strategic defense research programs and
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opportunities to visit associated research facilities
laboratories. (CL.'
/ -/Compliance and Verification (U)
Irr acidiiion

and

ro r-ite aDove DroDosa r s rn tne rnctrvr.trral ne.r.lf letr...t

areas, Ambassador Kampe lman should stress the criticality of the
related issues of verification and compliance with existing
agreements to pl-ogress in reachinq anv fuiure aqreements- Tn
this context, he should note that the U.S. continues to insist
that Soviet Union take the necessary steps to correct their
current instances of non-compliance with existing agreements. He
shouLd also suggest that the Soviet Union alter certain of their
tl c r'^-i f :.Cgt:.O;: Of ..hCif
i..6q t.'h i
h.Dha'
.rrrrFnJ- - nra..f
a - -_^h
compliance. One such step which the Soviet Union could take
would be to alter its current telemetry encryption and revert to
practices with regard to Jelemetry in use at the time of the
t
iigning of SALT Ii.
"*'
Presentinq the U. S. Proposals r,Kif
The U.S. proposals outlined above should be initially
tabled at
the Nuclear and Space Talks in Geneva by Ambassadors Kampelman,
Tower and Glitman before the end of the current round. The U.S.
delegation should seek Soviet agreement to extenal the current
round sufficiently to permit a ful1 presentation of the new U.S.
proposals and to permit the Soviet delegation to seek additional
information as needed to ensure that the Soviet Union ful1y
understand.s these new U.S. proposals prior to the U.S. and Soviet
delegations departing ceneva. _k.5l
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